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A quick, simple look at the future of mobile business messaging
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RCS Changing the SMS Game

RCS The Future Of
Mobile Business Messaging

Millions of businesses rely on SMS to communicate with mobile consumers. Credit card
fraud alerts, flight status updates, and package delivery notifications are common examples
of business-to-consumer SMS.

RCS (Rich Communication Services) upgrades SMS with branding, rich media, interactivity
and analytics. With RCS, businesses can bring branded, interactive mobile experiences, right
to the default messaging app.

More than 3.5 billion smartphone users worldwide use SMS on a regular basis. Global
operators, Google and the GSMA want to improve the dated SMS messaging experience –
and RCS is the result. It will marry the features offered by Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp,
iMessage and others with SMS, without any requirement for users to sign into a social
network or have a specific phone type.

If you're a business that uses SMS to engage with staff or customers this is an abosolute
game changer. You get to use the established, trusted and ubiquitous text messaging
channel and infrastructure, but can deliver the most impactful, intuitive and interactive
messages you can imagine.
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We've come a long way
And goodbyes are hard

2019…

…and beyond, RCS messaging becomes
established in what will be the biggest
shake- up in the A2P and SMS Marketing
world

Major brands launch major SMS campaigns and the
2000s becomes the golden era of SMS Marketing

2005

2003

First commercial mobile SMS service is launched and
global SMS Marketing becomes a thing...

The first mobile news service is delivered by SMS
essentially paving the way for Application-To-Person
2000

(A2P) or SMS Marketing as we know it

1999
Networks begin to offer
Person-To-Person (P2P) SMS

1992

Text messages can finally be exchanged across
networks AND short codes are invented.

1994

'Merry Christmas'
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The first SMS message ever sent.

1984

The SMS concept is developed in the
Franco- German GSM corporation.
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So who is this new kid on the block?
Say hello to Rich Communicaton Service (RCS)

Today: SMS

Back in early 2016 a bunch of global operators (Vodafone, Telstra etc)

• No Rich Media
• One-way conversation (i.e.
brands giving information
to customers)
• Limited ability to take
action, click-link to perform
action

the GSMA and Google announced the launch of a mobile industry
initiative to accelerate the availability of Rich Communications
Services (RCS).

The initiative will enable all operators worldwide to provide an open,
consistent, and globally interoperable messaging service across
Android devices - Apple WILL fall into line, eventually

RCS messaging is what SMS should be in this age of highly

Hotel Jaxom

interacfive messaging apps like Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp
Hi Mark, check-in now and save
time when you arrive. Here’s the
room we have waiting for you:

and iMessage. The beauty is that you don't have to download an app
and log-in to anything.

This allows RCS to have the reach and cut-through of SMS with the
elegance of mobile apps. It takes full advantage of all the features

Room 666
Beds: 1
$120 per night

Check -in

Tomorrow: RCS
• Full rich media experience
• Interactive, two way
conversations (i.e. brands
essentiall live chat with
customers)
• Suggested replies and
actions (help customers
take the next step with
suggested replies and
actions)

Non-Smoking
06/06-07/06

Change Room

Beds: 1
$120 per

smartphones enable today, while conveniently delivering every
message to the SMS inbox.

Contact Us

And if text only SMS could now be considered the poor cousin, what

Great! You’re all set. Enjoy $5 off
your first meal at our hotel
restaurant. Add this offer to your
device for your convenience.

Add Offer

makes RCS so rich? The ability to do this.......and more:

View Offer

• Branding and business verification - Create fully branded
experiences that customers trust
• Suggested replies and actions - Help customers take the next
step with suggested replies and actions
• Rich card carousels - Engage customers with rich media cards and
carousels
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What it means for businesses

86% of smartphones
will be RCS-enabled
by 2020

The potential for RCS to enhance and positively transform your
business for greater success and growth is virtually unlimited.
With the same reach as SMS (consider that five billion people
worldwide use SMS; in excess of 90% of texts are opened

Custom Branding

promptly and 98% are actually read), RCS offers a brand new

Include name, logo, and

level of B2C and B2B engagement. Market research has

Verefied Sender
Provide assurance and

Hotel Jaxom

peace of mind to

colors in messaging
Hi Mark, check-in now and save time
when you arrive. Here’s the room we
have waiting for you:

demonstrated that most consumers prefer to use RCS action

customers.

buttons over keyword-based, typed responses. Thanks to
automation and two-way intelligent RCS systems, your
business can communicate with consumers in exactly how
they want you to.

Rich Media
Suggested Replies

Enhance engagements

Guide customer

with images, GIFs, video,

interactions with single-

“RCS Business Messaging is the evolution of mobile

Room 666
Beds: 1

messaging, increasing and improving the ways in which

Beds: 1

06/06-07/06

$120 per

$250: night

$120 per night

tap replies.

Non-Smoking

Check -in

Change Room

and more.

Contact Us

people and businesses communicate. It provides brands with
the opportunity to increase their engagement with customers

Great! You’re all set. Enjoy $5 off your
first meal at our hotel restaurant. Add
this offer to your device for your
convenience.

Voice Call Out
Ensure customer

by making use of business messaging using chatbots and

Seamless Experience

artificial intelligence (AI). User adoption is simple and

Integrate multiple

satisfaction with every

straightforward.

transactions in one

interaction.

interface.

There is no longer a need to download multiple apps; instead,
users gain direct access to a range of brands and services
from within the messaging app itself, allowing them to

Businesses will send

engage with virtual assistants to book flights, buy clothes,

an estimated 2.7

make restaurant reservations and more.”

trillion SMS messages
by 2022

https://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/rcs/rcs-business-messaging/
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Add Offer

View Offer
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What it means for marketers
RCS is predicted to revolutionise the way brands interact with
consumers. With RCS-enabled phones and carriers, enhanced
default functions will include (but not be limited to) mobilebased group chats, location-sharing, high-quality image
messaging, and video calls. Branding can be incorporated into
messaging via logos, colour schemes, images, video content,
Arrow

and much more. The entire customer experience will be
enhanced, personalised, and far more satisfying.

It’s your time to pay less at Arrow.
Use the mobile coupon below to
save on your next Arrow purchase.

Brand marketers will need to embrace this new technology;
however, they also need to be aware that some consumers will
be using RCS-enabled phones, while others have yet to

Busway

upgrade. Brands will need to manage this seamlessly by
leveraging the more advanced RCS technology while retaining
quality mobile marketing services for those consumers with

Busway

older phones. Every consumer needs to know and feel that
they matter to the brands they love.

Savvy marketers will get onboard with RCS sooner than later.
Telstra recently announced its support for RCS, for select
Today only - a free drink with any purchase

Android devices (including Samsung phones) initially and

Choose from either a regular hot or cold drink
with any purchase - any purchase!
Only @BUSWAY. Exp 23:59 01/01

presumably other devices in the future. Upon its release for
commercial purposes, customer experience will be greatly

Claim Offer

enhanced by those businesses that adopt it.

RCS is poised to set a brand new standard for mobile
marketing. It is an engaging new way to deliver mobile
marketing strategies and is going to be the biggest digital
marketing development since the birth of the app store. Here
at ClickSend, we are very excited about this evolution in B2B
and B2C communications. Stay tuned for more!
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Find nearest Busway
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What it means for customers
This level of brand interaction

Busway Order Bot

Busway Order Bot

Busway Order Bot

Select Location

Now - Read

Busway Order Bot

New Today All Stores

Luxury crocodile pie

Kangaroo and Crab burger

An outback favourite eaten by
Kings, Queens and bogans.
Succullent salt water crocodile from the
Top End drenched in…

Now - Read

Got you! Use this handy menu to pick what
you want

Order Now

Parmies

Customise

An
Kin
Suc
Top

Sandwiches
Order Now

Pies, Beers and Extras

Busway Order Bot
Busway Weekly Offer and Promotions

1 St Georges Terrace, Perth

1 St Georges Terrace, Perth

1.5km from your location

1.5km from your location

Select Location

Select Location

Sending…

INFO & OPTIONS
Busway Order Bot

Busway Order Bot

Busway Order Bot
Kransky

Cheesey

It’s that time of the day. Let’s
calm that rumbling tummy.
Order up some Busway! Let’s
find your nearest location.

Now - Read

Primo

Emu

Pepper

Swan
Redback

Cheesey

The humble kransky a perfect start
to any good meal

Now - Read

Now

Send your location

Select your favourite drink

Redback

Now - Read

Cheesey
Mighty fine choice! Here’s
your order:
Luxury Crocodile Pie: $10.00
RedBack Drink: $8.00
Cheesey Kransky: $2.50

Almost done, how about a side?
Primo
Pepper

Total Price: $20.50

Now
Kransky

Sending…
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Retail

Drive immediate sales within
the message!
A carousel with rich picture
cards so your recipient can
scroll through products at
their leisure. Then with clear
CTA buttons you
can drive an
action.

The droids you are
looking for are back in
stock.

The droids you are looking for
are back in stock. Please visit
our website to order them.

BUY NOW
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CALL STORE
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Government
Display actual maps to
let people know
exactly where they are
or where they need to
be!

Bush Fire Alerts

Bush Fire Alerts
There’s a bushfire alert
in in this area.
We recommend
evacuation.

There’s a bushfire alert in
your postcode. We
recommend evacuation.
For further information
click here.

EMERGENCY SERVICES
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Not For Profit
Rich media, in this
instance video, to
really get your
message across and
drive the
action you
require.

Happy Hounds Shelter

Happy Hounds Shelter

Hi Mark, say hello to
Jasper and Bacon.
They’re looking for forever
homes.

Hi Mark, two lovely
puppies have recently
joined us and are looking
for a forever home.
Say hello to Jasper and
Bacon here

HAPPY HOUNDS

Jasper & Bacon
BOOK A VISIT
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Education
Provide common
answers to get instant,
and clearly
understandable,
responses to
important
questions.

Rydell High School

Rydell High School

Hello Mrs Zuko, were you
aware that Danny is not
at school yet?

Hello Mrs Zuko, your son
Danny has not appeared
at school this morning.
Can you please let us
know why?
Many thanks

WAS AWARE

WASN’T AWARE

Can you let us know why?

SICK
SEND EMAIL
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FAMILY
REASONS

CAR
PROBLEMS

CALL SCHOOL
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Entertainment
Your ticket, in the form of a QR
code, is delivered directly to your
phone. No more clicking on a link
and downloading.
Buttons also provide further
marketing
opportunities with
clear CTA.

Warmer Brothers

Warmer Brothers
Your All Day pass is below. Just
scan at the gates and have a
super day!

Your All Day pass is
available for download
HERE
Just scan at the gates and
have a super day!

VIEW MAP
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VIEW EATERIES
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Health/Fitness

Get instant feedback
by presenting it in a
way that easily allows
your user to interact.
No more
bouncing
out to a
survey.

Dr Plastic

Dr Plastic
Please rate your liposuction at
the surgery today.
Many thanks.

Please rate your
lipostucion at the surgery
today by clicking the link
below. Many thanks.

Dr Plastic
The Plastic Surgery Palace

Visit our website.

CALL SURGERY
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EMAIL SURGERY
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ClickSend can help you create

A chat with one of our consultants

Get in contact and find out

messages just like any of these,

will help you imagine how Now is

about joining the ClickSend RCS

or any type of RCS or SMS

the time to move towards an SMS

Early Access Program.

message that suits you.

and RCS future.

RCS Changing the SMS Game

Keep Updated On All Business Rich Messaging

Get access to RCS Business Messaging, WeChat, Apple Business Chat, Viber, Telegram, and
Blackberry Messenger the moment they become available.

https://www.clicksend.com/au/rich-messaging/
REGISTER YOUR INTEREST
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